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Denition. A

Abstract

(strong chain) equivalence

B (A ⇐⇒ B ) is a triple (D, ρ, ρ0)
ρ = (D ⇒ A) and ρ0 = (D ⇒ B).

Spectral Sequences are a useful tool in Algebraic Topology providing information on homology groups by successive approximations from the
homology of appropriate associated complexes. However, they are not
real algorithms except in exceptional cases. On the contrary, the eective homology method provides a real algorithm for the computation of
homology groups of complicated spaces. In this poster, we explain how
the eective homology method can also be used for the computation

Denition. An
where

EC

where

D

is a triple

(X, EC, ε)

algorithm can compute its homology groups) and
Obviously

H∗(X) ∼
= H∗(EC),

ε

C(X) ⇐⇒ EC .

which means that it is possible to

compute the homology groups of

X

by means of those of

EC .

veloped by Francis Sergeraert and some coworkers.

with integer matrices; otherwise, the eective homology is needed to
compute the

r
Ep,q

Spectral Sequence E = {E r , dr } is a family of Z-bigraded

of an appropriate ltration on the associated eective complex.
This new module allows us to compute:
1. The groups

r
Ep,q
,

then it tries to use the eective homology theory.

in the spectral sequence is (up to isomorphism) the bigraded homology

(E r , dr ). Therefore if we know
(E r , dr ) we can build the bigraded

r

module of the preceding

the stage

the spectral sequence

module at the

in

r + 1, E r+1, but this cannot dene the next dierential dr+1 which

therefore must be independently dened too.
In some cases, it is in fact a matter of computability: the higher differentials of the spectral sequence are mathematically dened, but their
denition is not constructive, that is, the dierentials are not computable
with the provided information. In the case of spectral sequences associated to ltered complexes a formal expression for the groups

r
Ep,q

is

If the

complex is eective, then they can be determined by means of elementary operations with dierential matrices. If the complex is not eective,
For instance, it can compute the homology groups of the space

Ω(Ω(Ω(P ∞R/P 3R) ∪4 e4) ∪2 e2). For
> (homology X 5)
Homology in dimension 5 :
Component Z/16Z
Component Z/8Z
...
Component Z/2Z
23
which means H5 X = Z16 ⊕ Z8 ⊕ Z2 .

dimension

This means that a spectral sequence is not an algorithm that
a machine can compute automatically: at each level r some extra information is needed and obviously a machine is not able
to obtain this information.

2 Eective Homology

n = 5,

X =

we obtain

eective homology, provides a real algorithm for the computation of

tive homology, and states that we can use the eective homology

homology groups in many common situations. Some basic ideas about

method not only to obtain the homology groups of a complex,
like the Kenzo program, but also to compute the associated
spectral sequence.

reduction ρ between two chain complexes A and B

A ⇒ B)

is a triple

ρ = (f, g, h)



,

(de-

A g B
such that: f g = idB ; gf + dA h + hdA = idA ; f h = 0; hg = 0; hh = 0.
Remark. If A ⇒ B , then A = B ⊕ C , with C acyclic, which implies
∼
that H∗ (A) = H∗ (B).
l

5 A new module for Kenzo

spectral sequence of the eective complex of the total space of the bration,

E = F ×τ B .

computations of spectral sequences of ltered complexes.

The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence associated

to the loop space of a simplicial set,

ΩX ,

is isomorphic to the spectral

sequence of the corresponding eective complex after

t = 1,

that is, for

every level.

∞
Ep,q
of the Eilenberg-Moore spec3
3
tral sequence between the space X = ΩS ∪2 e and its loop space
ΩX = Ω(ΩS 3 ∪2 e3). π2S 3 = Z so it makes sense to attach a 3-disk by
3
a map of degree 2 of its boundary to ΩS . Up to our knowledge, this
We present here as an example the

spectral sequence has not appeared in the literature.
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Theorem.

The eective homology method, based on the concept of object with

through the

that

amples of spectral sequences: Serre and Eilenberg-Moore. In the case of

E(C)rp,q ∼
= E(HC)rp,q ∀r > t

eective homology (that can be found in [3]) are included in the following

r such
∞
Ep,q
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The programs developed allow us to compute the two most classical ex-

situations and therefore they cannot be represented in a machine and
cannot be obtained in general, only in very simple cases.

drp,q .

6 Examples

4 Main result

subgroups that appear in the expression are not of nite type in most

noted by

Hp+q

It was written in

How does Kenzo compute the homology groups of a complex?

known (see [2]), but it is not sucient to compute them because the

f

with their generators.

2. The dierential maps

4. The ltration of

puting homology groups of some complicated spaces that had not been

Remark. The key

r = 1, 2, . . ., each provided with a difr
−→ Ep−r,q+r−1
} and with isomorphisms
r = 1, 2, . . ..
r+1
point of this denition is the fact that each E

h

by means of an analogous spectral sequence deduced

the programming language Common Lisp and has succeeded in comdetermined before.

Denition. A

can be computed through elementary methods

3. The convergence level: the minimal

3 The Kenzo program
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Kenzo [1] is a symbolic computation system for Algebraic Topology, de-
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stage

computing homology groups: for eective complexes, the formal expres-
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associated to ltered complexes.
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